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Traditional network television shows create quite      

the interest and buzz. TV programs now more than         

ever can be DIY , but although I love the          

experience where you are able to speak to a person          

whether you are pitching a tv show or sales agent          

for slot times and vamping up for a new show to be            

shown before the world.. Processing the new TV        

show you are looking to place on their network is          

very fulfilling. People believe and still share with        

me stop producing programs just to the networks,        

but that is where so much of the magic and          

transformation happens. Those previous notions     

from people are outdated and being now overrun.        

People still desire to be connected to NBC, CBS,         

ABC, MTV, BET, SHOWTIME and many others. Many tips, information, and building of the resume               

happens when you connect in even the outskirts of the network directly or indirectly. This was the case                  
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for me as independent producer for a year or more with NBC. Easily, the opportunity came to me and                   

glad to grow and learn more about television executive work and production hiring actors and diverse                

production projects. I learn alot about network television and content creation and how it ties in with                 

celebrities to tie in more views and products sold on a TV program, series, or movie. Believe it or not,                    

they are still looking for great executives and producers for content and talent creatives.Many networks               

are seeking amazing people even more than just talent but also character. People state how hard and                 

difficult the television and film business is. It is not impossible, just create and seek greater opportunities.                 

I chose more of a job creating a route of economic stimulation in major cities. Especially in times such as                    

these. I believe we are in a cross-blend mix now into the 21st century with technology that is very                   

advanced. There are movies as well as other video contents are now available online, now more than                 

ever. We are talking millions of movies. Whether it be feature films or shorts, there is a place they are                    

being shown and displayed. 

  

The play by play 

These content are either put directly online by the owner or from third party services. These third-party                  

services are usually referred to as digital distribution platforms. These platforms allow content owners to               

upload their videos to enable users to have access to their contents through their smartphones, computers,                

smart TVs, and many more. 

However, These Video-on-demand platforms do not deal with individual filmmakers; that is why they              

require a distributor to help get their content on these platforms. Therefore, television and media               

distribution platforms serve as the link between filmmakers and video-on-demand platforms like Amazon,             

Netflix, Hulu, Google Play, iTunes, and several others. 

Television and media distribution platforms help get filmmaker contents on video on demand platforms              

for a percentage of the revenue. These Television and media distribution platforms include but are not                

limited to the following: 

Hulu being Television on Demand and video on Demand or VOD for short.  For more 

information. A person can do major great things to get their message out there, Whether it be 

documentaries, or sci- fi movies, or reality TV shows. A new wave and generation of creatives 

 

https://www.hulu.com/welcome
https://filmlifestyle.com/vod/
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on a different dimension of change and growth. It is well understood people continually say 

over and over how difficult the undertaking is. It is just taking on a willingness and mind of 

greatness. 

 

Media Law 

Now, this applies to anything with high performance and creativity. You want to rise and elevate 

to the occasion. You are going to have to learn, grow, develop, innovate and transform your life 

and career. What is helpful as any field is when you are familiar with law and litigation, referring 

to Television and Media Entertainment Law. You potentially become more solid, astute and 

having much understanding than before regarding more complex and executive administrative 

functions in the world of media and entertainment. 

 

                                         

 

 


